Human listeners can judge the temporal order of acoustic events quite accurately in certain conditions. We hypothesized that such accuracy is realized by coding temporal order as a single neural code of spectral change at an early stage in the auditory system. To test this hypothesis, we examined whether adaptation to linear frequency glides affects subsequent temporal order judgment of brief tones. It was found that the point of subjective simultaneity between two tones shifted depending on the direction of spectral change of the adaptor, as predicted by the hypothesis that temporal order is coded by neural units that are sensitive to spectral change direction. It was also found that the amount of aftereffect was significantly reduced when adaptor and test tones were presented in different frequency regions or to different ears, suggesting that the relevant neural units are located before across-frequency integration and binaural convergence.
INTRODUCTION
The temporal order judgment of acoustic events is essential for auditory information processing. Speech or melody, for example, consists of a sequence of brief (< 100 ms) phonemes or musical notes. Each phoneme or musical note is realized as a complex acoustic signal whose spectrum changes rapidly within several tens of milliseconds. Thus, the auditory system must analyze the temporal order of spectral components to identify phonemes or musical notes and put them into the proper order to recognize a sentence or a melody.
A number of studies have examined the accuracy of auditory temporal order judgment by human listeners. Obtained threshold values (i.e., onset asynchrony between acoustic events required for correct identification of temporal order) range from 2 ms (Efron, 1973) to 150 ms (Broadbent & Ladefoged, 1959) , depending on various factors such as stimulus pattern, expertise of subjects, and experimental procedure (for review, see Eddins & Green, 1995) .
Of special interest here is the threshold value of 2 ms. If the timing of each acoustic event is coded separately in the auditory system, such a fine timing difference of two (or more) acoustic events would be lost due to temporal variations of neural firing in the course of neural transmission and processing at several stages from the basilar membrane to the cortex. Moreover, temporal resolution of neural responses decreases as the auditory pathway is ascended. Whereas the auditory nerve exhibits phase-locked responses to envelope modulation at modulation rates above 1 kHz, the majority of neurons in the auditory cortex are unable to signal envelope modulation at modulation rates of much more than 20 Hz (Schreiner & Langner, 1988) .
Considering these physiological limitations, it would be reasonable to assume that fine temporal order of two (or more) acoustic events on a millisecond time scale should be transformed into a single non-temporal (i.e., discharge rate) code at a relatively early stage of auditory processing. Once temporal order is coded as a single code, the content of the code would be free from possible temporal variations during neural transmission to the higher levels of the auditory system. Moreover, once temporal order is coded as discharge rate at an early level of the auditory system where temporal resolution of neural response is high enough, stimulus-synchronized neural response would not be necessary to represent relative stimulus timing at higher levels where temporal resolution of neural response is not high enough.
A candidate for such a single rate code of temporal order of two or more acoustic events that occur within a short period is direction of spectral change. Physiological and psychophysical evidence has been presented for neural units whose discharge rate is sensitive to the direction of spectral change. Neurons responding selectively to upward or downward frequency changes have been found at various neural sites from the cochlear nucleus to the auditory cortex (for review, see Palmer, 1995) . Psychophysically, it has been shown that selective adaptation to frequency glides elevates the threshold for detecting linear frequency glides (Gardner & Wilson, 1979) , and produces an aftereffect in which a tone having a constant frequency presented after the frequency glides is perceived as if its frequency were changing in the opposite direction to the glides (Kayahara, 1998; Kayahara & Sato, 1999) . A similar aftereffect has been shown to occur also in the adaptation to the motion of spectral peaks and notches (Shu, Swindale, and Cynader, 1993) . It is possible that such neural units sensitive to spectral changes are activated not only by continuous spectral changes, as the previous studies have shown, but also by successive discrete spectral components provided that they are presented in an appropriate temporal scale as in the case of temporal order judgment. This is similar to visual apparent motion, where a succession of discrete dots in different positions in space is perceived as the continuous motion of a single dot.
In the present study, we utilized the selective adaptation paradigm to evaluate the hypothesis that temporal order of successive acoustic events is coded as a direction of spectral change. If temporal order judgment is affected by adaptation to a continuous spectral change in a direction, it would indicate that the same population of neural units is involved in both temporal order judgment and detection of spectral change direction. In order to gain an insight into the sites of the relevant neural units, we also examined whether the temporal order aftereffect exhibits frequency selectivity (Experiment 1) and interaural transfer (Experiment 2). The frequency selectivity or ear selectivity of the aftereffect, if it exists, would provide evidence for rejecting the possibility that the aftereffect is due to response bias and other factors rather than neural adaptation of spectral change detectors.
EXPERIMENT 1: FREQUENCY SELECTIVITY OF AFTEREFFECT

Methods
Stimuli A test stimulus was a pair of brief (20 ms including 10-ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps) tones (Fig. 1 ). The frequency difference (∆f) between two test tones was 1/3 octave. An adaptor consisted of ten linear frequency glides each traversing 1/3 octave in 50 ms (including 10-ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps) in either an upward or downward direction. The interval between adjacent glides in the adaptor was 10 ms and that between the adaptor and the earlier test tone was 100 ms. In variable test frequency conditions, the center frequency of a pair of test tones was either 500, 707, 1000, 1414, or 2000 Hz, while that of the adaptor was fixed at 1000 Hz. In variable adaptor frequency conditions, the center frequency of the adaptor was either 500, 707, 1000, 1414, or 2000 Hz, while that of a pair of test tones was fixed at 1000 Hz.
Procedure The method of constant stimuli was used. In each trial, an adaptor was presented first, followed by a pair of test tones. Subjects were asked to judge which tone was presented earlier, low tone or high tone, in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task. For each trial, onset asynchrony between test tones was selected randomly from nine values: -4a, -3a, -2a, -a, 0, a, 2a, 3a, and 4a ms, where step size a was either 5, 10, 20, or 50 ms, depending on each subject's ability in temporal order judgment measured in preliminary sessions. Negative values of onset asynchrony indicate that a lower test tone was preceded by a higher test tone. The frequency combination of adaptor and test tones and the direction of frequency change in the adaptor (upward or downward) were fixed throughout a session. Each value of onset asynchrony was tested at least twenty times. In the control condition, only test tones were presented. The time required for a session was 10 -20 min. Apparatus All stimuli were generated digitally using MATLAB 5.3 on a computer 000, G ubjects (Gateway 2 P6-400). Sampling frequency was 48 kHz and resolution was 16 bit. The stimuli were presented diotically through a digital audio interface (Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe), a D/A converter (Stax DAC-TALENT), a stereo amplifier (Nittobo HA-94C), and headphones (Sennheiser, HDA200) at 60 dB SPL. The frequency response of the headphones was compensated by digital filtering. The experiment was carried out in a sound insulated room.
S
Five female and two male adults with normal hearing were selected as subjects. They esults were between 22 and 30 years old. One of the subjects was the author, MO. All seven subjects participated in the variable test frequency conditions, and four of the seven subjects participated in the variable adaptor frequency conditions. All subjects received three hours of training in temporal order judgment of tones in advance of the experimental sessions.
R he proportion of responses in ig. 2 shows an example of T which subjects judged that the lower tone preceded the higher was calculated as a function of onset asynchrony between two test tones for each subject in each condition. Then psychometric functions were estimated using the maximum likelihood method. function is defined as a point of subjective simultaneity for two tones. The points of subjective simultaneity shifted to a positive direction on the x-axis following daptation to upward frequency glides and to a negative direction following adaptation to nes in the variable test tone condition, and Fig. 3b shows that of the variable adaptor condition XPERIMENT 2: INTERAURAL TRANSFER OF AFTEREFFECT a downward frequency glides. This means that two physically simultaneous tones were perceived as if the high tone were earlier than the low tone following adaptation to upward linear frequency glides and as if the low tone were earlier than the high tone following downward linear frequency glides. Here we define the magnitude of aftereffect as the difference between the points of subjective simultaneity in the downward adaptor condition and in the upward adaptor condition. Fig. 3a shows the mean magnitude of aftereffect as a function of the center frequency of test to as a function of the center frequency of the adaptor. In both conditions, the aftereffect decreased significantly when the frequency range of adaptor and test tones did not overlap. The absolute magnitude of aftereffect varied across subjects, but the overall tendency was common for all subjects.
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Methods
Stimuli, procedure, apparatus, and subjects were basically similar to those in Experiment 1, xcept for the following points. First, the e center frequencies of adaptor and test tones were fixed at 1000 Hz throughout the experiment. Second, in the same ear condition, both adaptor and test tones were presented to the left ear, whereas in the different ear condition, the adaptor was presented to the right ear and test tones to the left ear.
Results Fig. 4 shows the mean magnitude of t in the same ear condition and in e different ear condition. The aftereffect did aftereffec th not disappear completely but reduced significantly when the adaptor and test tones were presented to different ears. 
DISCUSSION
We hypothesized that the temporal order of discrete acoustic events that occur within a short eriod is coded as a single non-temporal code at a relatively early stage in the auditory system.
itions, adaptation to linear frequency glides did affect the ubsequent temporal order judgment of brief tones depending on the direction of frequency ions of adaptor nd test tones did not overlap indicates that the relevant neural units are located before s other than our hypothesis are possible for the xperimental results. the selective adaptation paradigm is that the aftereffect does not reflect e sensory process such as reduced response of a certain population of neural units, but is tive attention; attention drawn to e terminal frequency of the adapting glides facilitates subsequent information processing in the p We assumed that such a neural code is provided by neural units whose discharge rate is sensitive to the detection of spectral change. The results of the present experiments are consistent with these hypotheses.
First, the fact that, in certain cond s change of the glides indicates that the same population of neurons is involved both in the detection of frequency change and in the temporal order judgment of discrete tones. The observed shift of the point of subjective simultaneity following adaptation could be explained as follows: According to our hypothesis, a sequence of low and high tones is assumed to activate neural units that are sensitive to upward frequency change, and a sequence of high and low tones activates those sensitive to downward frequency change. When high and low tones are presented simultaneously, the neural units that are sensitive to upward frequency change and those that are sensitive to downward frequency change are activated to the same extent. Now, prolonged exposure to frequency glides in an upward direction would reduce the discharge rate of the neurons that are sensitive to upward frequency change. If two sounds were presented simultaneously in this situation, the neural units sensitive to upward frequency change would be less activated than those sensitive to downward frequency change. This pattern of neural activity is equivalent to that produced by a sequence of high and low tones without adaptation. As a result, temporal order of the simultaneous tones is perceived as if the high tone were coming earlier. This prediction is consistent with the results of the present experiments.
Second, the fact that the aftereffect virtually disappeared when the frequency reg a information from across different frequency regions are integrated. Additionally, the fact that the aftereffect did not disappear completely but reduced significantly when adaptor and test tones were presented to different ears indicates that at least a certain portion of the relevant neural units exists before information from the two ears is converged. These two types of selectivity of the aftereffect are consistent with the hypothesis that the relevant neural site is located at a relatively early stage in the auditory system. Now let us examine whether any explanation e A common criticism of th simply due to response bias in decision making (e.g., Wakefield & Viemeister, 1984) . Applying this criticism to the present case, the shift of the point of subjective simultaneity of tones following adaptation to frequency glides would be explained as follows: Prolonged exposure to frequency glides in one direction (e.g., low to high) produces response bias in the opposite direction (e.g., high to low), resulting in an apparent negative aftereffect. This explanation, however, would not readily explain why response bias did not affect the results when the adaptor and test tones were presented in different frequency regions or to different ears in the present experiments. Moreover, in the present experiments, the 2AFC paradigm was employed combined with the method of constant stimuli, thus minimizing sequential effect or expectancy effect in decision making. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the results of the present experiments reflect the sensory process rather than response bias in decision making.
Another possible explanation for the aftereffect is based on selec th adjacent frequency region, resulting in faster processing of a test tone presented in the frequency region. Support for this explanation comes from the finding that reaction time for the detection of a tone is reduced when attention has been drawn to the frequency region (Schalf, 1998) . This explanation would, at least qualitatively, have predicted the direction of the aftereffect observed when adaptor and test tones were presented in the same frequency region in Experiment 1. This explanation fails, however, when frequency regions are different between adaptor and test tones. For example, when the frequency range of the adaptor is higher than that of the test tones, this explanation would predict that the higher tone would be perceived as earlier no matter whether the adaptor is traversing upward or downward, since the higher test tone is closer to the adaptor in frequency than the lower test tone anyway. This is not consistent with the results of Experiment 1. Therefore, we conclude that the aftereffect is not produced by facilitation of information processing elicited by selective attention to the terminal frequency of the adaptor.
We have now excluded two major alternative explanations, and the most plausible explanation r the observed aftereffect seems, at this point, to be the hypothesis we have put forward. een resented for neural units whose discharge rate is sensitive to the direction of spectral change.
order of acoustic events is coded as a single rate code of pectral change direction is not only consistent with the current experimental results, but also is nstis, S. & Saida, S. (1985) . Adaptation to auditory streaming of frequency-modulated tones. J. Exp. Psychol.: Human ol., 12, fo As we have stated in the Introduction, physiological and psychophysical evidence has b p Here we note another recent finding of special interest. Lu, Liang, & Wang (2001) showed that there are two largely distinct populations of neurons in the auditory cortex of awake primates: one with stimulus-synchronized discharges that, with a temporal code, explicitly represent slowly occurring sound sequences and the other with non-stimulus-synchronized discharges that, with a rate code, implicitly represent rapidly occurring events. Furthermore, the neurons of both populations displayed selectivity in their discharge rates to temporal features within a short time-window. Although their experimental settings are not completely compatible with the present study, their finding that rapid time structure is represented as discharge rate of a certain population of cortical neurons is consistent with our idea that fine temporal order of separate acoustic events is transformed into a rate code at an early stage in the auditory pathways and then transferred to higher stages.
The hypothesis that the temporal s applicable to a wider class of perceptual phenomena, such as the effect of duration on the accuracy of temporal order judgment (Eddins & Green, 1995) , and various aspects of stream segregation (van Nooden, 1975; Bregman & Rudnicky, 1975; Dorman, Cutting, & Raphael, 1975; Anstis & Saida, 1985; Bregman, Colantonio & Ahad, 1999) . It would be a promising avenue of research to examine the relevance of the present theory to those temporal phenomena.
